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Abstract—During the study of Association Rule Mining in Distributed System it is observed that the distributed systems considered so far for the association rule mining are distributed databases but, in distributed environment like www the data sources are data streams and continuous data flow obtained from these data sources are very difficult to analysis as well as rule generation. Under this study we considered the data obtained from distributed data streams. The issues and the requirements are considered to propose the association rule mining method for a distributed stream.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is used to extract important knowledge from large datasets, but sometimes these datasets are split among various parts. Association rule mining is one of the data mining techniques used in distributed databases. Association rule mining is an important component of data mining. Association rule mining is a way to find interesting associations among different large sets of data item. Apriori is the best known algorithm to mine the association rules. Association rule mining, one of the most important and well researched techniques of data mining. It aims to extract interesting correlations, frequent patterns, associations or casual structures among sets of items in the transaction databases or other data repositories. Association rules are widely used in various areas such as telecommunication networks, market and risk management, inventory control etc. distributed memory in which each processor has a private memory; and shared memory in which all processors access common memory [5]. Shared memory architecture has many desirable properties. Each processor has direct and equal access to all memory in the system. The most prominent example of a distributed environment is the Internet, where increasingly more databases and data streams appear that deal with several areas, such as meteorology, oceanography, economy and others. In addition the Internet constitutes the communication medium for geographically distributed information systems, as for example the earth observing system of NASA (eos.gsfc.nasa.gov). Other examples of distributed environments that have been developed in the last few years are sensor networks for process monitoring and grids where a large number of computing and storage units are interconnected over a high-speed network. Data Stream is the transfer of the data at a steady high speed rate sufficient to support such application as high definition television (HDTV) or the continuous backup copying to a storage medium of the data flow within a computer. Data stream requires some combination of bandwidth sufficiency and, for real-time

human and perception of the data, the ability to make sure that enough data is being continuously received without any noticeable time lag. Association rule mining finds frequent itemsets which are satisfying minimum support threshold value, base on that strong association rules is generated. The association rules generate set of rule which satisfy user defined threshold value and Based on that one can develop marketing strategies. Frequent closed itemsets provide complete and condensed information for non-redundant association rules generation. Recently, much research has been done on closed itemsets mining [9, 11-13], but it is mainly for traditional databases where multiple scans are needed, and whenever new transactions arrive, additional scans must be performed on the updated transaction database; therefore, they are not suitable for data stream mining. A data stream is an ordered sequence of transactions that arrives in a timely order. Different from data in traditional static databases, data streams have the following characteristics. First, they are continuous, unbounded, and usually come with high speed. Second, the volume of data streams is large and usually with an open end. Third, the data distribution in streams usually changes with time.

II. RELATED WORK
Distributed mining methodology
Proposed methodology of building distributed data mining model can be divided into three step.
1. Choosing and implementing a data mining algorithm.
2. Selecting a data mining model quality measure.
3. Working out combining strategy and its quality measure.
In case of classification quality evaluation can be done by testing local and global model. Verifying combining strategy quality is very important step because it allows answering a basic question: are created global models good enough to meet analyst expectation?

III. GENERAL ISSUE IN DATA STREAM MINING
There are some crucial issues that need to be taken into account when developing association rule for stream data.

• Data Processing Model
According to the research of Zhu and Shasha[30], there are three data stream processing models, Landmark,

networking" As shown in figure data stream generated from EFIM, frequent itemset mining in distributed data stream, size of sliding window decided by need of application and system resources. Besides above mention windows, Jiawei Han et. al proposed tilted time window model.

• Memory Management

This is major issue in mining stream data. This includes choosing of efficient and compact data structure algorithm which can efficiently store, updated and retrieved data. In traditional algorithm, we do multiple scan over available data. This is not possible in data stream because there is not enough memory space to store all the transaction and their counts. In simple terms, memory size is bounded and Hugh amount of data are arrives continuously. If we store the information in disks, the additional I/O operation will increase the processing time.

• Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing is crucial aspect in the process of data mining. If data input to algorithm is not in proper format then it cannot process efficiently. So preprocessing is needed and in which existing data transform into new data which is in proper format and suitable for processing. Different data mining tools available in the market have different formats for input which makes the user forced to transform the existing input dataset into the new format.

IV. PROBLEM DEFINITION

During the study of Frequent itemset mining in Distributed Data Stream Environment we can find out how to work data streams in association rule mining on distributed environment. In distributed environment the data sources are data streams and continuous data flow obtained from this data source is very difficult for analysis. Under this study we considered the data obtained from distributed data streams. The issues and the requirements are considered to propose the association rule mining method for a distributed stream.

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM

When Client sending a request to the Server our system mining the data before request sending to the server. There are many key challenges in data streaming mining that need to be overcome like storage, high speed processing, immediate response etc. As shown in figure data stream generated from many data sources, enters at high speed in Data stream management system (DSMS). Following architecture to shown how to mining data in distributed environment.
Following figure shows that the Architecture of stream data mining. There are three types of data source that is, Data source1, Data source2, Data source3. The number of data source sending a data to the data integrator, data are integrated When data are integrated then data classifier data are generated. Data classifier involve data in there own format. Data classifier mining the data in there format. Data classifier are Text mining, Image mining, Video mining and audio mining.

There are four types of Stream data mining that is
1. Text mining
2. Image mining
3. Video mining
4. Audio mining

The Text mining, Image mining, Video mining and Audio mining are pattern generated or evaluate. When pattern are evaluate that is Text mining, image mining, video mining and audio mining are there Knowledge represented.
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